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Popular Abstract 

In 2015, the United Nations introduced the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, one of 

which was to ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to take action 

for sustainable development. Action competence is a desired outcome of education for 

sustainable development. With this, there arises a need for instruments suited to monitor the 

development of action competence for sustainability across multiple countries. A group of 

scientists based in Sweden has developed a promising instrument meant to measure this 

outcome, which was translated into Norwegian with the idea of including it in the evaluation 

of the latest curriculum reform in Norway. This thesis aims to evaluate the comparability of 

the results between Norwegian and Swedish school students. If the results are comparable 

across these two neighboring countries, the instrument could be of use for monitoring the 

development of action competence across more diverse educational settings. The findings 

from this thesis indicate that scores on this instrument are comparable and that the instrument 

works similarly for both Norwegian and Swedish students.   
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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to evaluate the level of measurement invariance between 

Swedish and Norwegian students, based on observations from the “Self-Perceived Action 

Competence for Sustainability Questionnaire” (SPACS-scale instrument). This study uses 

already collected data, from 2018 and 2021 for Swedish and Norwegian students respectively. 

The sample consists of 1034 Swedish and 2012 Norwegian students. The SPACS-scale 

instrument is intended to measure action competence for sustainability, a desired outcome of 

education for sustainability. To evaluate the level of measurement invariance we used 

marginal maximum likelihood estimator to fit several confirmatory factor analysis models. 

These models were estimated with varying levels of constraints, and compared.  

The findings of this study confirms that the SPACS-scale instrument is effective and 

indicate good fit using observations from both Norwegian and Swedish students. The findings 

further indicate measurement invariance at the scalar level, meaning that latent means are 

comparable across groups. These findings can be used as a first step towards using the 

SPACS-scale instrument in more diverse educational settings. One of the 15 sustainability 

goals states that learners should develop the necessary knowledge and skills needed to take 

action for sustainable development. With the results from this study, the SPACS-scale 

instrument could be used in the future to monitor the development of action competence for 

sustainability.   

Keywords: measurement invariance, confirmatory factor analysis, sustainable 

development, education for sustainable development, action competence for sustainability.  
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Cross-Cultural Comparison of Action Competence for Sustainability 

In the UN General Assembly in 2015, the United Nations presented 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), as a part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development 

(United Nations, 2015). Goal four of the SDGs focuses on education, and one of the goals 

outlined is to ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to promote 

sustainable development. It’s crucial for students to develop the competence needed to take 

action towards sustainable development (Sass et al., 2023). To ensure that this goal is 

achieved across various educational settings, there is a need for instruments suited to monitor 

student progress towards action competence for sustainability. A group of researchers has 

developed and tested a promising instrument meant to measure action competence for 

sustainability called the “Self-Perceived Action Competence for Sustainability Questionnaire” 

(SPACS-scale instrument) (Olsson et al., 2020). The instrument, originally validated in 

Sweden, has demonstrated both reliability and validity, and has been found useful in 

monitoring students' development of action competence for sustainability over time. (Olsson 

et al., 2022).  

The SPACS-scale instrument has recently been translated and adapted into Norwegian 

(Brandmo et al., 2021). This adaptation intends to utilize the SPACS-scale instrument to 

evaluate parts of the Knowledge Promotion Reform 2020 (LK20), the most recent curriculum 

change in Norway. The reform introduced sustainable development as part of its core 

curriculum for all primary and secondary education. The curriculum states that students 

should develop competence that enables them to make responsible choices and practice 

sustainable behavior (Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2017). This thesis aims to examine the degree 

of measurement invariance (Leitgöb et al., 2023), between Swedish and Norwegian 

observations on the SPACS-scale instrument. There is a need for instruments suited to 

monitor and measure the desired outcomes of education for sustainable development. 
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Investigating the comparability of observations on the SPACS-scale instrument from Swedish 

and Norwegian students represents an initial step towards using this tool across a wider range 

of educational settings in a more diverse, international context. 

Theory 

Relevant concepts for this thesis will be described in the following. First, we will 

discuss sustainable development, education for sustainable development, and action 

competence for sustainability. Second, we will look at how the concept of action competence 

is connected to the latest school reform in Norway, the Knowledge Promotion Reform 2020, 

and the ongoing process of evaluating this reform. Third, the concept of measurement 

invariance and its relevance for both the evaluation and this thesis will be described. Lastly, 

we will present the relevance of this thesis, as well as the research questions. 

Sustainable development  

The 1987 Brundtland Commission Report defines sustainable development (SD) as  

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability for future 

generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987). Sustainable development is usually 

structured around three dimensions, commonly represented by three intersecting circles: 

social, economic, and environmental (Purvis et al., 2019). The social dimension focuses on 

ensuring that all members of society have access to basic needs such as education, healthcare, 

and housing. The economic dimension focuses on promoting economic growth and 

development while ensuring that the needs of the present are met without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The environmental dimension focuses 

on protecting and preserving natural resources for future generations. Viewing these three 

dimensions as interconnected circles implies that trade-offs can be made between the 

dimensions to reach sustainability goals. Giddings et al., (2002), argue against this view and 

instead propose these dimensions to be considered at different spatial levels (see Figure 1). 
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Dimensions within the circles are a subset of the ones above, economy within society, and 

both within the environment. This emphasizes the view that sustainable development is a 

complex concept with many interconnected aspects and issues. These kinds of problems are 

sometimes described as wicked problems or super-wicked problems (Lambrechts, 2020). 

Wicked problems are difficult to solve because of high levels of uncertainty, ambiguity, and 

the involvement of multiple stakeholders with conflicting values, goals, and interests. The 

wicked problem of sustainable development has had repercussions within many fields of 

society, including education. How do you equip students with the knowledge and capability to 

manage such complex issues?   

Figure 1  

Nested dimensions of sustainable development – economy dependent on society and both dependent on 

the environment. Adapted from Giddings et al., (2002).  
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Education for Sustainable Development 

Education for sustainable development (ESD) aims to equip students with the 

necessary knowledge, skills, values, and agency to tackle interrelated global issues such as 

climate change, biodiversity loss, unsustainable resource utilization, and inequality 

(UNESCO, 2016). It seeks to enable learners to make well-informed decisions and take both 

individual and collective action to transform society and preserve the planet. ESD further 

seeks to integrate sustainability into all aspects of education, from formal schooling to non-

formal and informal learning opportunities. It emphasizes a lifelong learning approach, 

recognizing that sustainability is an ongoing and dynamic process that requires continuous 

learning, reflection, and action (UNESCO, 2016). 

In 2015, the UN presented an initiative consisting of 17 sustainable development 

goals. These are supposed to give clear directions on achieving sustainable development and 

require the active engagement of all sectors of society, including education (United Nations, 

2015). All countries connected to the UN are committed to achieving these goals by 2030. 

Goal number 4 is about education, and subsection 4.7 states: “By 2030, ensure that all 

learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development…” 

(UNESCO, 2016, p. 21). UNESCO has a vital role in promoting ESD globally, as outlined in 

its 2030 framework for action (UNESCO, 2016). In line with the SDGs, UNESCO has 

published a comprehensive global framework for reaching these goals by 2030, with a 

particular emphasis on achieving SDG 4.7 (UNESCO, 2020). One crucial aspect of this 

framework is the development of instruments that can effectively monitor progress towards 

this goal. These instruments will be used both by individual countries and by UNESCO at a 

global level, in order to assess progress towards achieving SDG 4.7. UNESCO recommends 

the use of surveys as a reliable and effective means of measuring progress in this area. 

Nations are further encouraged to report their progress, on all 17 goals, through a process 
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called the Voluntary National Reviews (VNR) (United Nations, n.d.). The VNR provides an 

opportunity for countries to share their challenges, successes, and experiences in the process 

of achieving the sustainable development goals. Only a selection of few countries presents 

each time. The UN also collects and presents data from various sources in a report called the 

Global Sustainable Development Report, which provides a comprehensive assessment of 

progress towards the sustainability goals.  

Action Competence for Sustainability 

Developing students’ action competence is perhaps the ultimate goal of the school 

(Sinnes, 2021, p. 64). Merely being aware of the wicked problems of sustainable development 

is not sufficient. To truly have influence, students must understand their agency and potential 

to effect change, this is called action competence (Sass et al., 2023). Schools have a crucial 

role to play in shaping the future by not just providing information about current issues but 

also by equipping students with the skills and knowledge to contribute to sustainable 

development action taking (Sinnes, 2021). Action competence has been forwarded as a 

measurable and valid outcome of ESD (Olsson et al., 2020; Sass et al., 2020).  

Sass et al. (2020) define action competence as being able to and having the 

competence for solving and acting on problems based on intertwined perspectives (for 

example issues related to sustainable development). Three sub-dimensions define action 

competence, “knowledge of action possibilities” (KAP), “confidence in one's own influence” 

(COI), and “willingness to act” (WTA) The first dimension, knowledge of action possibilities, 

encompasses knowledge and skills, as well as critical reflection (Olsson et al., 2020; Sass et 

al., 2020). This requires students to possess the competence to analyze the different 

dimensions of sustainability issues and their potential solutions. This involves having a 

comprehensive understanding of the root causes, effects, and conflicting interests of 

sustainability issues, as well as the ability to critically evaluate and prioritize potential 
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solutions (Sass et al., 2020). The second dimension, confidence in one's own influence, relates 

to an individual's self-efficacy, including their beliefs in their capacities to contribute to 

change and their expectations of the outcomes of their actions (Sass et al. 2020). The final 

dimension, willingness to act, reflects an individual's desire to take responsibility for 

themselves and others through their actions. It encompasses their commitment and passion for 

addressing sustainability issues and engaging with others to find solutions (Sass et al. 2020). 

Developing these aspects of action competence, especially in young students, can be a 

challenge and may require personal sacrifice in terms of immediate well-being. For example, 

students may have to take specific actions to reduce their personal resource use, such as 

shorter showers or eating less meat.  

Action competence plays a central role in the pedagogical discussion of ESD (Breiting 

& Mogensen, 1999). According to Jensen & Schnack, (1997), developing action competence 

means developing the will and ability to take part in democratic processes concerning 

humanity's exploitation of and dependence on natural resources in a critical way. This is 

similar to the ideal goal of ESD (UNESCO, 2017): “ESD is about empowering and 

motivating learners to become active sustainability citizens who are capable of critical 

thinking and able to participate in shaping a sustainable future.” (p. 54). One important 

consequence of this definition is that ESD should empower rather than dictate the students. 

Education must equip students for finding solutions to broad and controversial environmental 

issues. In the following, we will present how ESD has developed towards action competence 

for sustainability in the Norwegian educational setting.  

Education for Sustainable Development in Norway 

Sustainability has been a part of the Norwegian education policy since the beginning 

of 1970 (Sinnes & Straume, 2017). Originally, the focus was limited to protecting nature. The 

curriculum later expanded on this to include the protection of nature and the environment, 
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with a focus on problems such as lack of resources and pollution. In 2006, a new curriculum 

was put in place, with sustainable development included in the competence goals for social 

and natural sciences (Sinnes & Straume, 2017). In the latest curriculum reform, LK20 

(Knowledge Promotion Reform 2020), ESD has been given even greater focus. LK20 was 

implemented in 2021 and included a new core curriculum, the purpose of which was to 

implement values and principles for both primary and secondary education 

(Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2017). These values are from the objective clauses in the Education 

Act (Opplæringslova, 1998). The aim is for students and apprentices to acquire the necessary 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes to effectively manage their lives and contribute to society and 

the workforce. The students should be encouraged to express creativity, dedication, and 

curiosity. The core curriculum states, about the purpose of the education:  

The pupils and apprentices shall learn to think critically and act ethically and with 

environmental awareness. They shall have joint responsibility and the right to 

participate. (Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2017, p. 3) 

The newest curriculum also introduced three interdisciplinary and connected themes, health 

and life skills, democracy and citizenship, and sustainable development. In addition to acting 

with the environmental awareness, the students are supposed to learn that all individual 

activities and choices are significant. Further, to gain a comprehensive understanding of 

sustainable development, students should learn about a range of issues such as the 

environment, poverty, resource allocation, conflict, health, equality, demographics, and 

education (Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2017). The curriculum also states that students should 

develop competence and willingness to act and impact the world in a more sustainable 

direction (Sinnes, 2021). With the most recent school reform in Norway, the LK20, education 

for sustainable development has moved towards action competence as a desired educational 
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outcome. With this, there arises a necessity for an approach to monitor and evaluate this 

outcome of ESD. 

Evaluation of the Knowledge Promotion Reform  

This master thesis project is connected to an ongoing evaluation of the recent 

Knowledge Promotion Reform (LK20). This evaluation is called EVA2020 (Karseth, 2019). 

Its overall goal is to develop knowledge on all aspects of the curriculum renewal. Including 

the process of establishing the changes, the quality of the reform, and the management of the 

curriculum. This thesis is further connected to one part of this project, aimed at creating an 

instrument to be answered by students and teachers for the first four years of the reform 

(Brandmo et al., 2021). The project started by creating or adapting instruments for a pilot 

study planned for 2020, followed by a main study with adapted instruments from the pilot 

study in 2021. The SPACS-scale instrument was translated and included in the study. 

Students are asked a set of items, covering the three sub-dimensions of the concept (KAP, 

COI, and WTA). Validation and fit estimation by the creators of this instrument in Sweden 

indicated a good fitting and well-developed instrument, suited to measure action competence 

for sustainability (Olsson et al., 2020). In a follow-up study, the developers found that the 

instrument is suited to monitor the development of action competence for sustainability over 

time (Olsson et al., 2022).  

Several other instruments were also included in the Norwegian evaluation study, to 

cover the other aspects of LK20. The first trial of instruments (pilot study) suffered from 

recruitment issues, mainly because of COVID-19. As a consequence, not only was the pilot 

delayed until 2021, but there were also only a few student responses to the pilot. Observations 

on the SPACS-scale instrument were evaluated based on this limited number of observations, 

without any comparison to Swedish data. The analysis in this thesis will primarily be based on 

data from the Norwegian main study, as well as the data from the original Swedish study. The 
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thesis aims to investigate if observations from Swedish and Norwegian students on the 

SPACS-scale instrument are comparable across groups, by estimating the level of 

measurement invariance.  

Measurement Invariance 

A physical example can be used to describe measurement invariance (MI). It is to be 

expected that a weight scale can differentiate between objects that differ in weight. It would, 

however, be a point of concern if the scale reported different weights for objects that have the 

same weight but differ in other aspects, such as size or shape (Millsap, 2011). The scale 

would be non-invariant and biased across size and shape.  

 Bias occurs when differences in scores on an instrument do not reflect actual 

differences in the underlying trait or latent variable (Van de Vijver & Tanzer, 2004). He & 

Van de Vijver (2012) differentiates between three types of bias, construct bias, method bias, 

and item bias. Construct bias may arise if the concept of sustainable development is taught 

differently in Norwegian and Swedish schools, leading to different interpretations of the 

construct being measured. Method bias refers to bias derived from the sampling, structural 

features of the instrument or the administration process. One type of method bias is sampling 

bias, leading to incomparability of samples due to differences. Students could start school at 

different ages across countries, and therefore not be equally educated at the same age. Item 

bias is bias from specific items within an instrument. Some words or analogies may not work 

across cultures and languages, for example, the sentence “I feel blue” would not make sense if 

directly translated into Norwegian.  

The goal of measurement invariance evaluation is to investigate to what degree a 

construct is measured equally across groups, in other words, if there is bias. (Putnick & 

Bornstein, 2016). Three levels of measurement invariance are usually included, each level 

tested for in sequential steps. Putnick and Bornstein (2016) explain the different levels of MI. 
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The first level is configural invariance, which checks if the same theoretical construct can be 

measured in each group. This is done by estimating a model with observations from both 

groups without any constraints. If the model indicate good fit with observations from both 

groups, configural invariance is achieved. The second level is metric invariance, which checks 

if the relationship between the latent construct and its observed indicators is the same across 

groups. This is done by constraining the factor loadings to be equal between groups. Metric 

invariance is supported if the fit of this second model is not significantly worse than the first 

model. The third level is scalar invariance, which checks if the average scores of the 

underlying construct accounts for all variations in the items. This is done by constraining both 

the factor loadings and the intercepts of the observed indicators to be equal across groups. 

Scalar invariance is supported if the fit of this third model is not significantly worse than the 

second, metric, model.  

Achieving scalar invariance allows means on the latent constructs to be compared 

between groups (Meredith, 1993). Some literature also refers to the term strict invariance, 

where measurement errors are also equal across groups, but this level of invariance does not 

have a direct consequence on the comparability of model parameters between groups and is 

not commonly used (Leitgöb et al., 2023; Millsap & Olivera-Aguilar, 2012). 

Relevance 

It is important to have access to standardized measures for evaluating ESD, and its 

progress towards reaching the sustainability goals (Wendlandt Amézaga et al., 2022). There is 

a need for instruments suited to measure this progress across countries worldwide, to 

determine whether ESD strategies have led to the desired changes in students (Kopnina & 

Meijers, 2014). Action competence is a desired outcome of ESD (Sass et al., 2023). Among 

the few instruments available for measuring this concept, the SPACS-scale instrument from 

Sweden appears to have potential as a useful resource. However, comparing observations 
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across cultures cannot be assumed to be valid or reliable without testing (Van de Vijver & 

Tanzer, 2004). As a first step towards evaluating the comparability of this instrument, this 

thesis looks at whether results can be compared across two neighboring countries with similar 

education systems, cultures, and languages. If the SPACS-scale instrument is found to 

produce comparable results across the Norwegian and Swedish educational settings, it could 

prove to be a valuable tool for monitoring action competence for sustainability across other 

countries. We will investigate this by evaluating the level of measurement invariance between 

Norwegian and Swedish school students. Based on this, the research questions are as follows:  

Research Questions  

- Is the conceptual structure of the SPACS-scale instrument the same for students from 

Norway and Sweden? (Configurable invariance) 

- Is the relationship between construct and indicators of the SPACS-scale instrument the 

same for students from Norway and Sweden? (Metric invariance) 

- Does scores on the SPACS-scale instrument reflect the same latent variable for 

students from Norway and Sweden? (Scalar invariance) 

Method 

In the Method section, we start with an introduction to the importance of validity in 

the current study. We then present the SPACS-scale instrument, including its model structure. 

We also describe the sample used in the study. To estimate the models, we utilize 

confirmatory factor analysis and explain the models being estimated. We discuss maximum 

likelihood, fit indices, and expected parameters change. Lastly, we cover model comparison 

for estimating measurement invariance.  

Validity 

Validity is a vital part of any test creation or adaption and concerns the interpretations 

of test scores. The interpretations of test scores for a proposed use of tests are considered valid 
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when there is a high degree of support from both evidence and theory (American Educational 

Research Association, 2014). Validation is the continuing process of accumulating evidence 

from various sources to support the use of a test score for a particular purpose (Kane, 2006). 

The desired use for the test scores from the SPACS-scale instrument is to measure students 

ction competence for sustainability. This use has already gone through a validation process in 

Sweden (Olsson et al., 2020) and we want to make sure results are comparable across 

Swedish and Norwegian schools. Evidence towards the comparability of latent mean scores 

on the SPACS-scale instrument can be provided by answering the research questions.   

SPACS-Scale Instrument 

The SPACS-scale instrument consists of 12 items covering the three sub-factors of 

action competence for sustainability. The respondents are asked to what degree they agree to 

different statements, on a five-point likert-scale, ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly 

agree.” See Table C2 in Appendix C for a complete overview of item formulations. The 

model proposed by Olsson and his colleagues differs from a traditional factor analysis model 

in that it is a second-order model (see Figure 2). A second-level factor accounts for the 

correlation between first-level factors (Brown, 2015). Olsson et al. (2020), argue for this type 

of model based on the theoretical model of the action competence for sustainability construct, 

which is built up of the three sub-construct (KAP, COI and WTA). Second-order models have 

implications on how they should be estimated and evaluated. Brown (2015) recommends 

starting with one-level models, before moving on to higher orders. Evaluating measurement 

invariance is more complex for second-order models, because we have to evaluate MI for 

both the first and second order models (Chen et al., 2005).  

Not only is this more complex, with the model structure proposed by Olsson et al., 

(2020), it is also problematic. The reason is that the second order part of this model is made 

up of only three sub-factors, resulting in a model with a saturated second-order factor (Brown, 
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2015). We are unable to give any meaningful interpretations about the second-order part of 

the model. Because of this, the model used for measurement invariance testing used the 

structure shown in Figure 3. This model uses three correlated sub factors. The Swedish study 

originally used four items for each sub-factor, which was reduced to three items for each sub-

factor in the main Norwegian study. This was done for pragmatic reasons to keep the lengthy 

and broadly scoped questionnaire as short as possible. 

Figure 2  

The factor structure of the original self-percieved action competence for sustainability 

(SPACS) second-order model.  

 

 
Note. KAP = knowledge of action possibilities, COI = confidence in one’s own influence, WTA = 

willingness to act. Adapted from Olsson et al., (2020). Dashed lines indicates items that were removed 

for the Norwegian study. 
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Sample 

See Tables C3, C4 and C5 in Appendix C for a complete overview of the sample. The 

SPACS- scale instrument was used in Sweden and Norway, with a pilot study in Norway 

before the main study. The data from Sweden were collected in September 2018, with data 

from grade 6 to 12. The data from grades 6 to 9 are from three different schools, while the 

data from grades 10 to 12 are from the same school. There is a total of 1034 observations 

from the Swedish study. The Norwegian pilot study resulted in only 99 viable answers. The 

Norwegian main study was distributed to ninth graders. The sampling of schools for the 

Norwegian main study followed a method ensuring that all schools in Norway had the same 

probability of being drawn. A single school's probability of being drawn was proportional to 

Figure 3 

The factor structure of the self-percieved action competence for sustainability (SPACS) 

three-factor correlated model.   

 

 
Note. KAP = knowledge of action possibilities, COI = confidence in one’s own influence, 

WTA = willingness to act. Dashed lines indicates items that were removed for the 

Norwegian study.  
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the number of students (Brandmo et al., 2021). In total, the researchers asked 9550 students 

(from 150 different schools) to participate in the study. 52 schools agreed to participate in the 

main study, and 23 agreed to participate in the pilot study. This was well below their goal of 

75-100 schools, and additional schools were asked to participate in the main study. In total, 86 

schools agreed to participate in the study. The total number of observations collected from the 

main study was 2235. Some observations were removed after the initial data collection 

(Brandmo et al., 2021) Respondents who answered too systematic way under a set time were 

removed. Respondents with non-systematic answers who used less time than the researchers 

deemed reasonable were also removed. Observations that could not be connected to a consent 

form from the student’s parents were also removed. This left 2012 Norwegian observations 

from the main study. In total 3046 observations, from both Sweden and Norway, were used in 

the following analysis. 

Neither dataset included any variable that could be used to identify individuals, 

meaning that no declaration according to the regulations from GDPR (General Data 

Protection Regulation) was needed to approve this study. See Appendix A for the original 

registration form from the Norwegian study, as well as the consent forms from both the 

Norwegian and Swedish study. 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) models were conducted using different model 

structures. First, a model with nine items and one common latent factor. Second, individual 

models for the three sub-factors of action competence (KAP, COI and WTA). Third, the main 

model used for measurement invariance evaluation, with all three latent sub-factors allowed to 

correlate. All models were estimated using lavaan (Rosseel, 2012), in R version 4.2.2 (R Core 

Team, 2021). The coding script can be found in Appendix B. The marginal maximum 

likelihood estimator with robust standard errors (MLR option in lavaan) was implemented in 
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the parameter estimation. The following fit-indices were used for evaluating the models; root 

mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; Steiger, 1990), standardized root mean squared 

residual (SRMR; Hu and Bentler, 1999), comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990) and 

Tucker-Lewis index (TLI; Bentler & Bonett, 1980). We used the following cut-off values, 

indicating good fit: RMSEA < 0.06; SRMR < 0.08; CFI and TLI; > 0.95.  

Answers to the SPACS-scale instrument were treated as continuous in this study. 

Although Olsson et al., treated the data as categorical and used weighted least squares mean 

and variance (WLSMV), we used marginal maximum likelihood estimator with robust 

standard errors. Research has shown that maximum likelihood, with five or more categories, 

produce similar or more robust answers, compared to WLSMV (Rhemtulla et al., 2012). 

Further, marginal maximum likelihood estimator with robust standard errors accounts for the 

possibility of non-normal data, and outliers. Brown (2015) lists the following assumptions for 

maximum likelihood: large sample size, indicators measured on a continuous scale and 

multivariate normal distribution of indicators. The impact of breaking some of these 

assumptions has however shown to be limited (Beauducel & Herzberg, 2006).  

To assess the interpretability and strength of the models, factor loadings and 

correlations were investigated. These parameters should be in a direction and magnitude in 

line with the conceptual theory (Brown & Moore, 2012). Hair Jr. et al., (2019) suggest factor 

loadings above 0.5 to be practically significant, and factor loadings over 0.7 to be indicative 

of well-defined structures. Modification indices were investigated for the individual models if 

fit-indices indicated a poorly fit model. Modification indices are indicators of localized strain 

in a model that can be computed for fixed and constrained parameters, approximating the 

change in overall model chi-square if the parameter is freely estimated (Brown, 2015). They 

can be used to identify whether freed parameters would significantly improve the model. 

However, modification indices are sensitive to sample size, so expected parameters change 
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(EPC) values are often used and can provide an estimate of the expected change in the 

parameter (Brown, 2015). Changes to the model should, however, not be made just to 

improve a model and without justification in theory.  

Measurement Invariance Model Comparison 

MI was tested for in three sequential steps. First, a model with data from both Sweden 

and Norway, with no constraints was estimated to establish configural invariance. The aim 

was to investigate if the proposed factor structure of the SPACS-scale instrument is 

appropriate for both groups. Second, for testing metric invariance, the factor loadings of the 

nine items on the SPACS-scale instrument were constrained to be equal between groups. 

Third, to test for scalar invariance, both factor loadings and intercepts were constrained to be 

equal across the two groups.  

When testing measurement invariance using CFA, invariance is tested by comparing 

fit statistics of models without or with fewer constraints, to models with stricter group 

constraints (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002). If the models with more constraints have lower value 

of a chosen fit statistic, then this constraint is “wrong”, i.e., there is no measurement 

invariance. The change in chi-square test of fit have traditionally been used to compare 

models with different levels of constraints, to assess measurement invariance. Specifically, 

the significance of the change in chi-square for two nested models (Byrne et al., 1989). 

However, the use of chi-square has been discussed in literature and studies have shown that 

the test is sensitive to large sample sizes (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002). Based on this, we will 

use the recommended fit indices and cut off values from Chens (2007) study, as well as 

Rutkowski and Svetina (2014). Models are assumed to be invariant if the following fit indices 

change by; less than 0.010 for CFI, less than 0.01 for RMSEA and less than 0.030 for SRMR.  
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Results 

The result section is structured in the following way. First, descriptive statistics, with 

answer distribution and sum score correlation divided between observations from Sweden and 

Norway. Second, fit is presented for multiple models; one factor for all items, one model for 

each sub-factor and the main model for this study with three correlated factors. Third, 

measurement invariance results are presented.  

Descriptive Statistics  

Figure 1 presents the distribution of student’s responses to the nine items from the 

SPACS-scale instrument. The figure is split between the answers from Swedish and 

Norwegian students. Table 1 shows the mean, skewness, and standard deviation for all  

observed variables. Observations are left-skewed for all items. The analysis of the Norwegian 

data reveals a normal distribution for all nine items, with skewness ranging from -0.07 to - 

0.49. The Swedish data have a more skewed distribution, with skewness ranging from -0.23 to 

-0.79. Item KAP3 (I know how one should take action at home in order to contribute to 

sustainable development) has the highest mean and skewness for both groups. These values 

do not indicate a substantially skewed distribution (Hair Jr. et al., 2019). The mean score for 

all items are higher for Swedish students compared to Norwegian students, while the standard 

deviation is similar.  

Table 2 and 3 show the sum-score correlation between the nine items used in the 

instrument, for Swedish and Norwegian observations respectively. As expected, correlations 

within the three factors (KAP, COI, and WTA) are higher than between the factors. The 

correlation between sub-factors is low to moderate, while the correlation of items within the 

same sub-factors is moderate to high. This supports the supposed factor structure, with three 

sub-factors. The highest correlated item for both countries is between item WTA1 and item 

WTA2 (I want to take action for global sustainable development, and I want to engage in  
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Figure 1  

Distribution of answers on nine items SPACS-scale instrument items split between 

Norwegian and Swedish observations.  

 
Note. Blue = Norway, yellow = Sweden.  

Table 1 

Descriptive statistics for observed variables. 

 Swedish Students Norwegian Students 

Item Mean SD Skewness Mean SD Skewness 

KAP2 3.66 1.03 -0.43 3.11 1.01 -0.07 

KAP3 4.05 0.91 -0.79 3.6 .96 -0.49 

KAP4 3.79 0.96 -0.44 3.41 .97 -0.34 

COI1 3.52 1.24 -0.44 3 1.13 -0.03 

COI2 3.65 1.13 -0.54 3.11 1.05 -0.16 

COI3 3.45 1.16 -0.33 3.09 1.08 -0.09 

WTA1 3.7 1.09 -0.47 3.37 1.04 -0.23 

WTA2 3.83 1.07 -0.64 3.41 1.06 -0.25 

WTA3 3.41 1.14 -0.23 3.15 1.06 -0.07 
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changing society towards sustainable development). The correlation is 0.78 for the Swedish 

sample, and 0.85 for the Norwegian sample. The correlation between observations from 

Norwegian students are overall higher than the correlation between observations from the 

Swedish sample.  

One Factor for All Items.  

Table 2 

Correlation between items, Swedish data.  

 KAP2 KAP3 KAP4 COI1 COI2 COI3 WTA1 WTA2 WTA3 
KAP2 1         
KAP3 0.58 1        

          
KAP4 0.62 0.65 1       
COI1 0.3 0.36 0.34 1      
COI2 0.36 0.44 0.41 0.69 1     
COI3 0.32 0.37 0.34 0.62 0.66 1    

WTA1 0.4 0.43 0.41 0.46 0.54 0.49 1   
WTA2 0.36 0.44 0.41 0.52 0.53 0.53 0.78 1  
WTA3 0.34 0.32 0.34 0.46 0.48 0.54 0.63 0.68 1 

Note. Items within the same sub-factor are highlighted.  

Table 3 

Correlation between items, Norwegian data.  

 KAP2 KAP3 KAP4 COI1 COI2 COI3 WTA1 WTA2 WTA3 

KAP2 1         

KAP3 0.65 1        

KAP4 0.65 0.75 1       

COI1 0.37 0.41 0.43 1      

COI2 0.42 0.44 0.49 0.75 1     

COI3 0.39 0.41 0.44 0.7 0.7 1    

WTA1 0.41 0.47 0.47 0.56 0.56 0.52 1   

WTA2 0.39 0.47 0.48 0.55 0.55 0.53 0.85 1  

WTA3 0.35 0.44 0.45 0.52 0.53 0.52 0.75 0.74 1 

Note. Items within the same sub-factor are highlighted.  
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Two models were estimated initially, split by country. The factor structure for this 

model was one factor for all nine items. Both models had poor fit as indicated by the fit 

indices, with values outside the recommended cutoffs. Sweden; CFI = 0.760, TLI = 0.680, 

RMSEA = 0.211, SRMR = 0.101. Norway: CFI = 0.734, TLI = 0.645, RMSEA = 0.249, 

SRMR = 0.109. These findings suggest that a single factor is insufficient to account for all the 

items. This model was included for completeness and the results were not unexpected given 

the sum score correlation reported above.  

One Model for Each Sub Dimension of Action Competence  

 In the next step, models were estimated for each sub-factor individually, with four 

items for each factor. These models were estimated using the limited sample of 99 

observations from the Norwegian pilot study. Further models were also estimated using the 

Swedish sample. Table 4 shows fit indices for these models. These results show that the 

“willingness to act” model has poor fit based on data from both countries, while the 

“knowledge of action possibilities” model based on data from the Norwegian pilot study has 

poor fit according to fit measures. Modification indicies and expected parameters change were 

examined for signs of local areas of strain within these sub-factors. The results indicated that 

these models had some issues, concerning the correlation between indicators. By allowing the 

items WTA3 and WTA4 to correlate in both “willingness to act” models, the fit improved for 

both groups. Similarly, by allowing items KAP1 and KAP3 to correlate in the “knowledge of 

action possibilities” model based on data from the Norwegian pilot, the fit improved. This 

could indicate that these two pairs of items share unique variance, not accounted for by the 

respective factors. See Appendix C for an overview of the modification indices and expected 

parameter change analysis. The data used for further analysis only have three items per factor, 

and one of the correlated items is removed from both sub-factors (items KAP1, COI4 and 
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WTA4). This means that we avoid the possible correlation problem for both sub-factor 

instruments and can move on to models where the sub-factor are allowed to correlate.  

Three Correlated Factors 

The next models were estimated using observations on all nine items divided between 

the three sub factors and the factors were allowed to correlate. Fit indices indicated good fit 

for both models. Norway: CFI = 0.995, TLI = 0.992, RMSEA = 0.038, and SRMR = 0.016. 

Sweden: CFI = 0.982, TLI = 0.973, RMSEA = 0.061, and SRMR = 0.025. A third model, 

using observations from both countries together also indicated good fit. CFI = 0.994, TLI =  

0.991, RMSEA = 0.038, and SRMR = 0.016. This indicates a good fit for the three-

factor model. Table 5 shows the factor covariance and correlations for the three-factor model 

with data from both groups. The factor correlations were all significant and ranged from 0.609 

to 0.724, in addition, all latent factors had significant variances. Table 6 shows the completely 

standardized factor loadings for this final model. The factor loadings range from 0.763 to 

0.918. These results indicates that the nine-item instrument measures three correlated, but 

instinctive, factors.  

Table 4  

Fit measures, one-factor models.  

 CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR 

Swedish data      

KAP 1 1 .003 .007 

COI .999 .997 .030 .008 

WTA .965 .894 .193 .040 

Norwegian pilot     

KAP .992 .977 .088 .024 

COI 1 1 .000 .008 

WTA .941 .823 .271 .051 
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Measurement Invariance 

 The level of measurement invariance was examined to answer the research questions. 

Table 7 shows the fit for the baseline models, as well as the configural, metric and scalar 

invariance models. Also included is the change in fit measures between these models. For the 

metric model, RMSEA improved compared to the configural model. CFI decreased by 0.001 

and SRMR increased by 0.002. This indicates that factor loadings were invariant between 

Swedish and Norwegian students. Further, the relationship between constructs and indicators 

Table 5 

Factor variance and correlations from SPACS-scale instrument three-factor model. 

 Knowledge of Action 
Possibilities. 

Confidence in one’s 
Own Influence. 

Willingness to 
Act 

Knowledge of Action 
Possibilities. 

.644**   

Confidence in one’s 
Own Influence. 

.617** 1.015**  

Willingness to Act .609** .724** .925** 
Note. Factor variances on the diagonal, and correlation between factors. ** p<.001 

Table 6 

Completely standardized factor loadings for the three sub-factor model with observations 

from both Sweden and Norway. 

Item  Knowledge of Action 
Possibilities. 

Confidence in one’s 
Own Influence. 

Willingness to Act 

KAP2 .763**    
KAP3 .848**   
KAP4 .856**   
COI1  .844**  
COI2  .872**  
COI3  .803**  
WTA1   .900** 
WTA2   .918** 
WTA3   .793** 
Note. ** p < .001 
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are the same for both groups, metric invariance is achieved. For the scalar model, the change 

in fit indices were within the presented cut-off values. RMSEA and SRMR increased by 0.005 

and 0.006, respectively, while CFI decreased by 0.003. This indicates that both factor 

loadings and intercepts are similar for both groups, and that scores on the instrument reflect 

the same latent variable for Swedish and Norwegian students.  

Discussion  

The discussion is structured as follows. First, the main findings and their relevance 

will be discussed. Second, the three research questions will be addressed with corresponding 

discussions. Third, the implications of this thesis will be covered. Fourth, limitations of the 

study will be discussed. Fifth, recommendations for future work will be proposed. Lastly, a 

conclusion will be provided. 

Based on the results from measurement invariance evaluation between Swedish and 

Norwegian students, we argue that measurement invariance is achieved at the scalar level, and 

latent mean scores on the SPACS-scale instrument are comparable across the two countries. 

Monitoring students’ action competence for sustainability using the SPACS-scale instrument 

could be an important tool used to track the progress towards the SDGs. This thesis extends 

Table 7 

Measurement invariance 

 RMSEA ΔRMSEA CFI ΔCFI  SRMR ΔSRMR 

 Single group 

Sweden 0.061  0.982  0.025  

Norway 0.038  0.995  0.016  

 Measurement invariance 

Configural 0.047  0.991  0.017  

Metric 0.045 -0.002 0.991 0 0.019 0.002 

Scalar 0.05 0.005 0.987 -0.004 0.025 0.006 

Note. Δ is the change in fit from the one model above the current reduced model. 
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upon the work by Brandmo et al., (2021), by not only assessing the validity of the SPACS-

scale instrument in a Norwegian setting, but also comparing observations with observations 

form Sweden. 

The first research question asked if the conceptual structure of the SPACS-scale 

instrument was the same for Norway and Sweden. This is conceptually the same as achieving 

measurement invariance at the configural level (Putnick & Bornstein, 2016). To answer this, 

we estimated several CFA models, with the goal of evaluating the performance and fit for 

models with data from both groups and the model structure used for measurement invariance 

evaluation. First, models with nine items and one latent variable were estimated, divided 

between observations from Sweden and Norway. Fit indices for these models indicated poor 

fit, which implies that the SPACS-scale instrument is not measuring just one construct. 

Second, each of the sub-factors as individual models were estimated for each group 

respectively, using observations from the Swedish study, as well as the Norwegian pilot study. 

One sub factor model indicated poor fit for Swedish observations, and two indicated poor fit 

for Norwegian observations. Investigation of modification indices, and estimated parameter 

changes, revealed that some items were closely correlated. This was resolved without 

intervention because each sub-factor was reduced to three items by the Norwegian research 

team. Third, models divided by country, with all nine items and three correlated latent factors 

were estimated (see Figure 2), fit indices indicated that these models fit well. A well fitting 

single group model estimated with Swedish observations is similar to the results from the 

original validation of the instrument Olsson et al., (2020). The well fitting single group model 

estimated with Norwegian observations were not surprising, given the results of the pilot 

validation from Brandmo et al., (2021). We further estimated a joint model using observations 

from both countries. This model also had good fit, and correlation between factors indicated 

that the SPACS-scale instrument measures three similar, but distinct constructs. Factor 
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loadings for the joint model were all above 0.7, and thus considered excellent by the standards 

of (Hair Jr. et al., 2019). A well-fitting final model meant that the conceptual structure was the 

same for both groups, and measurement invariance was achieved at the configural level.  

The second research questions asked if the relationship between constructs and 

indicators on the SPACS-scale instrument were the same for both Swedish and Norwegian 

students. This is conceptually the same as achieving metric invariance (Putnick & Bornstein, 

2016). This was answered by estimating a new CFA model, with factor loadings constrained 

to be equal across groups. Using change in fit indices CFI, RMSEA and SRMR as indicators, 

(Chen, 2007; Rutkowski & Svetina, 2014), measurement invariance was achieved at the 

metric level. This means that the three indicators for KAP, COI and WTA contribute to the 

sub-factors in a similar degree for both Swedish and Norwegian students (Putnick & 

Bornstein, 2016).  

The third research question asked if scores on the SPACS-scale instrument reflect the 

same latent variable for Swedish and Norwegian students. This is conceptually the same as 

achieving scalar invariance (Putnick & Bornstein, 2016). This was answered by estimating a 

third model with equal intercepts as well as factor loadings. Fit indices for this model did not 

differ more than the proposed cut-off values for CFI, RMSEA and SRMR, and measurement 

invariance at the scalar level was achieved. Scalar invariance means that individuals with the 

same score on the latent construct would obtain the same score on the indicators regardless of 

what group they are in (Coulacoglou & Saklofske, 2017). This further means that there is no 

construct bias between the two groups (He & Van de Vijver, 2012).  

Implications 

The result of achieving measurement invariance at the scalar level is that latent means 

are comparable across groups (Leitgöb et al., 2023). These findings provide evidence for the 

comparability of observations on the SPACS-scale instrument across Swedish and Norwegian 
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students. Meaning that the instrument is suited to measure the concept of action competence 

for sustainability in both countries, producing comparable results. Monitoring students' 

progress is critical to solving the wicked problem of sustainable development (Sass et al., 

2023). This thesis can act as a starting point towards using this instrument to measure action 

competence for sustainability across more diverse educational settings, to evaluate if ESD 

strategies have led to the desired outcome in students (Kopnina & Meijers, 2014). The UN 

places great importance on tracking and reporting progress towards fulfilling the sustainable 

development goals, by reports such as the Voluntary National Reviews and Global Sustainable 

Development Report. UNESCO is responsible for monitoring the progress of ESD, and its 

development towards reaching the SDGs (UNESCO, 2016). In order to track and report this 

development, standardized measures for evaluating ESD is needed (Wendlandt Amézaga et 

al., 2022). It is conceivable to imagine a need for indicators capable of measuring action 

competence for sustainability in the future. This thesis has demonstrated that observations on 

the SPACS-scale instrument is comparable across a Swedish and Norwegian setting. This 

makes it a promising candidate for measuring action competence across more diverse 

educational settings in the future.  

Limitations 

Some limitations must be acknowledged. First, the item formulations in the SPACS-

scale instrument are very general in that it treats sustainable development as an abstract 

concept. Other instrument meant to measure similar concepts instead focuses on concrete 

actions for SD (Gericke et al., 2019; Sass et al., 2021). Participants answering the SPACS-

scale instrument has to have some assumed mutual comprehension of the complex concept of 

SD (Sass et al., 2021). Despite this limitation, this thesis has provided valuable evidence for 

measurement invariance at the scalar level. This finding indicates that there is some level of 

mutual comprehension of SD between Swedish and Norwegian students. Further, in more 
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diverse global settings, concrete actions towards SD may be understood in different ways due 

to varying cultural contexts and perspectives.  

Second, the sample itself have some limitations. The observations from Sweden were 

drawn from a convenience sample (Given, 2008), which could limit the generalizability of 

results. While the Norwegian researchers attempted to ensure that all schools in Norway had 

an equal probability of being drawn, the challenge of getting enough schools to participate 

may have led to sampling bias. This could have affected the representativeness of the sample 

and limit the generalizability of the findings (He & Van de Vijver, 2012).  

Third, it is important to acknowledge that the investigation of model fit for models 

using only sub-factors and four items was based on a small Norwegian sample size of only 99 

viable observations. While the main study used a larger sample size for the measurement 

invariance evaluations, this specific model-fit evaluation was more limited in scope.  

Given these limitations, this study provides a strong foundation for further research on the 

usability of the SPACS-scale instrument in diverse educational settings.  

Future Work  

 The results of this study, and its limitations, gives more thorough evidence and 

argumentation for using the SPACS-scale instrument to monitor how action competence for 

sustainability evolve in the Norwegian educational setting, following the LK20. This would 

be possible if the instrument is included in the further evaluation of the school reform in 

Norway. Further, this thesis can act as a first step towards validating the SPACS-scale 

instrument for use in a global setting to assess and measure the progress on the education for 

sustainability goals (UNESCO, 2017). Therefore, a logical next step would be to gather data 

across multiple, and more diverse education systems, and investigate the comparability of 

observations. The concept of action competence and the SPACS-scale instrument seems to 

work in an equivalent way between Sweden and Norway, but these countries are also very 
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similar in terms of cultures and education. Further analysis should focus on how the concept 

of action competence for sustainability operates within a wider range of educational settings, 

with a particular emphasis on diversity. 

Conclusion  

Goal 4.7 of sustainability highlights the importance of learners taking action towards 

sustainable development. With this, there is a need for instruments that can accurately 

measure this action competence for sustainability while ensuring comparability across various 

educational settings. To address this, this thesis has examined the "Self-Perceived Action 

Competence for Sustainability Instrument" and evaluated the level of measurement invariance 

between Swedish and Norwegian students. Through our findings, we have demonstrated that 

the instrument achieves measurement invariance at the scalar level, indicating comparable 

latent means between the two groups. This research serves as a crucial first step towards the 

utilization of the instrument to measure action competence for sustainability in a broader 

range of educational settings.  
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Appendix A 

GDPR documents & Ethical approval 

I have attached the original registration form from the Norwegian study, as well as the 

consent form from both Norwegian and Swedish studies. I have not had access to any directly 

or indirectly personally identifiable information. The original Norwegian survey collected 

consent from parents and linked their responses to the students' answers (with data deletion 

where such linkage was not possible). I was able to obtain only this limited dataset that has 

been fully anonymized.  

The same is true for the Swedish study, I have only had access to a limited dataset that 

has been fully anonymized. From the original validation of the SPACS-scale instrument, 

Olsson and colleagues writes “Ethical guidelines and regulations in Sweden associated with 

this type of research were followed” (Olsson et al., 2020, p. 11). Students who did not want to 

participate in the study did not submit the online questionnaire.  

Additionally, I have conducted a self-assessment on sikt.no and received confirmation 

that there was no need to report this work.  
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Appendix B  

Data Management and Analysis Code 

# PART 0 Packages and functions ------------------------------------ 
install.packages("haven") 
install.packages("lavaan") 
install.packages("tidyverse") 
install.packages("ggplot2") 
library(haven)  
library(tidyverse)  
library(lavaan)  
library(ggplot2) 
 
# Fit measures function 
fit.m <- function(model) { 
  fit_indices <- fitMeasures(model, c("CFI", "TLI", "RMSEA", "SRMR"), output = "ma
trix") 
  fit_indices <- round(fit_indices, digits = 3) 
  fit_indices2 <- data.frame(fit_indices) 
  return(t(fit_indices2)) 
} 
 
# PART 1 data management ------------------------------------------- 
SWE.DATA <- read_sav("Student data_master project.sav") 
PILOT.DATA <- read_sav("SCQ_SPACS_DEMO_studentprosjekt.sav") 
NOR.DATA <- read_sav("hoveddata_elev_analysefil_26.05.21.sav") 
 
## NOR HOVED #### 
# Removing unwanted columns  
NOR.DATA <- select(NOR.DATA, kjonn, bae08:bae16) 
 
# Renaming   
NOR.DATA <- NOR.DATA %>% 
  rename(KAP2 = bae08, KAP3 = bae09, KAP4 = bae10, COI1 = bae11, COI2 = bae12, COI
3 = bae13, WTA1 = bae14, WTA2 = bae15, WTA3 = bae16) 
 
## PILOT ####  
# Removing unwanted columns  
PILOT.DATA <- select(PILOT.DATA, kjonn, bae001:bae012) 
 
# Renaming   
PILOT.DATA <- PILOT.DATA %>% 
  rename(KAP1 = bae001, KAP2 = bae002, KAP3 = bae003, KAP4 = bae004, COI1 = bae005
, COI2 = bae006, COI3 = bae007, COI4 = bae008, WTA1 = bae009, WTA2 = bae010, WTA3 
= bae011, WTA4 = bae012) 
 
# Removing NA  
PILOT.DATA <- PILOT.DATA[complete.cases(PILOT.DATA[, c("KAP1","KAP2", "KAP3", "KAP
4", "COI1", "COI2", "COI3", "COI4", "WTA1", "WTA2", "WTA3", "WTA4")]), ] 
 
## SWE ####  
# Removing unwanted columns  
SWE.DATA <- select(SWE.DATA, Gender, KAP1:WTA4) 
 
## COMBINDING #### 
NOR.DATA$KAP1 <- NA 
NOR.DATA$WTA4 <- NA 
NOR.DATA$COI4 <- NA 
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NOR.DATA$source <- "NOR" 
PILOT.DATA$source <- "PILOT" 
SWE.DATA$source <- "SWE" 
 
# Rename kjonn and gender to Gender in each data frame 
names(NOR.DATA)[names(NOR.DATA) == "kjonn"] <- "gender" 
names(PILOT.DATA)[names(PILOT.DATA) == "kjonn"] <- "gender" 
names(SWE.DATA)[names(SWE.DATA) == "Gender"] <- "gender" 
 
# Combine the data frames into one 
Combined.DATA <- rbind(NOR.DATA, PILOT.DATA, SWE.DATA) 
Combined.DATA <- select(Combined.DATA, gender, KAP1, KAP2, KAP3, KAP4, COI1, COI2, 
COI3, COI4, WTA1, WTA2, WTA3, WTA4, source) 
 
# Write data file 
write.csv2(Combined.DATA, "SPACSQ.csv", row.names = FALSE) 
 
## Final data #### 
data <- read.csv2("SPACSQ.csv") 
 
## subsets #### 
cols <- grep("KAP2|KAP3|KAP4|COI1|COI2|COI2|COI3|WTA1|WTA2|WTA3", names(data), val
ue = TRUE) 
cols2 <- grep("^KAP|^COI|^WTA", names(data), value = TRUE) 
subset.nor.swe <- data[data$source == "NOR"| data$source == "SWE",] 
subset.nor.swe.12 <- data[data$source == "NOR"| data$source == "SWE",cols] 
subset.nor <- data[data$source == "NOR", cols] 
subset.swe <- data[data$source == "SWE", cols] 
subset.swe.12 <- data[data$source == "SWE", cols2] 
subset.pilot <- data[data$source == "PILOT", cols2] 
 
# PART 2 model structures -------------------------------------------------------- 
### Three sub-factors correlated #### 
M <-     "      KAP =~ KAP2 + KAP3 + KAP4  
                COI =~ COI1 + COI2 + COI3  
                WTA =~ WTA1 + WTA2 + WTA3" 
 
### One factor #### 
M.ONE <- "SPACS =~ KAP2 + KAP3 + KAP4 + COI1 + COI2 + COI3 + WTA1 + WTA2 + WTA3" 
 
### One factor for each sub-factor #### 
KAP.FULL <- "KAP =~ KAP1 + KAP2 + KAP3 + KAP4"  
KAP.9 <-    "KAP =~ KAP2 + KAP3 + KAP4" 
COI.FULL <- "COI =~ COI1 + COI2 + COI3 + COI4" 
COI.9 <-    "COI =~ COI1 + COI2 + COI3"  
WTA.FULL <- "WTA =~ WTA1 + WTA2 + WTA3 + WTA4" 
WTA.9 <-    "WTA =~ WTA1 + WTA2 + WTA3" 
 
# PART 3 cfa models -------------------------------------------------------------- 
### One Factor Nine Items #### 
SQ.ONE.SWE <- cfa(M.ONE, subset.swe, estimator = "MLR")  
 
SQ.ONE.NOR <- cfa(M.ONE, subset.nor, estimator = "MLR")  
 
### Individual one-factor models, 12 items #### 
# SWE 
#KAP  
SWE.KAP.FULL <- cfa(KAP.FULL, subset.swe.12, estimator = "MLR") 
#COI  
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SWE.COI.FULL <- cfa(COI.FULL, subset.swe.12, estimator = "MLR") 
#WTA  
SWE.WTA.FULL <- cfa(WTA.FULL, subset.swe.12, estimator = "MLR") 
 
# NOR 
#KAP  
NOR.KAP.FULL <- cfa(KAP.FULL, subset.pilot, estimator = "MLR") 
#COI  
NOR.COI.FULL <- cfa(COI.FULL, subset.pilot, estimator = "MLR") 
#WTA  
NOR.WTA.FULL <- cfa(WTA.FULL, subset.pilot, estimator = "MLR") 
 
# Modification indices single factor models 
# Swedish data 
SWE.WTA.EPC <- modindices(SWE.WTA.FULL, sort = TRUE, maximum.number = 10) 
 
WTA.M.2 <- "WTA=~ WTA1 + WTA2 + WTA3 + WTA4 
            WTA3 ~~ WTA4"  
 
SWE.WTA.FULL.2 <- cfa(WTA.M.2, subset.swe.12, estimator = "MLR") 
fit.m(SWE.WTA.FULL.2) 
 
# Pilot data  
NOR.WTA.EPC <- modindices(NOR.WTA.FULL, sort = TRUE) 
 
NOR.WTA.FULL.2 <- cfa(WTA.M.2, subset.pilot, estimator = "MLR") 
fit.m(NOR.WTA.FULL.2) 
 
NOR.KAP.EPC <- modindices(NOR.KAP.FULL, sort = TRUE) 
 
KAP.M.2 <- "KAP =~ KAP1 + KAP2 + KAP3 + KAP4  
            KAP1 ~~ KAP3" 
 
NOR.KAP.FULL.2 <- cfa(KAP.M.2, subset.pilot, estimator = "MLR") 
fit.m(NOR.KAP.FULL.2) 
 
### Three sub-factors correlated models #### 
SQ.FULL <- cfa(M, subset.nor.swe, estimator = "MLR")  
SQ.SWE <- cfa(M, subset.swe, estimator = "MLR")  
SQ.NOR <- cfa(M, subset.nor, estimator = "MLR")  
 
# PART 4 measurement invariance -------------------------------------------------- 
CONFIG <- cfa(model = M, subset.nor.swe, estimator = "MLR", group = "source") 
fit.m(CONFIG) 
 
METRIC <- cfa(model = M, subset.nor.swe, estimator = "MLR", group = "source", grou
p.equal = c("loadings")) 
fit.m(METRIC) 
 
SCALAR <- cfa(M, subset.nor.swe, estimator = "MLR", group = "source", group.equal 
= c("loadings","intercepts")) 
fit.m(SCALAR) 
 
# PART 5 plots and tables --------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
### plotting item distribution #### 
cols3 <- grep("KAP2|KAP3|KAP4|COI1|COI2|COI2|COI3|WTA1|WTA2|WTA3|source", names(da
ta), value = TRUE) 
data.subset <- data[data$source == "NOR"| data$source == "SWE",cols3] 
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data.subset$source <- factor(data.subset$source, levels = c("SWE","NOR")) 
data.melted <- reshape2::melt(data.subset, id.vars = "source") 
 
ggplot(data.melted, aes(x = value, fill = factor(source))) + 
  geom_histogram(aes(y = after_stat(density)), bins = 5, position = "dodge", alpha 
= 0.5) + 
  facet_wrap(~variable, scales = "free_x") + 
  labs(x = NULL, y = NULL, fill = NULL) + 
  scale_fill_manual(values = c("#ffa600", "#003f5c"), name = NULL) +  
  theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = "white"), 
        axis.title.y = element_blank(), axis.text.y = element_blank(), axis.ticks.
y = element_blank(), 
        legend.position = "none", 
        plot.title = element_text(size = 16, face = "bold"), 
        strip.text = element_text(size = 14, face = "bold")) 
 
### Descriptive Statistics #### 
# NOR 
# Mean, Standard Deviation and Skewness  
mean.data.nor <- subset.nor %>% select(all_of(cols)) %>%  
  summarise(across(everything(), mean)) 
sd.data.nor <- subset.nor %>% select(all_of(cols)) %>%  
  summarise(across(everything(), sd)) 
skewness.data.nor <- subset.nor %>% select(all_of(cols)) %>%  
  summarise(across(everything(), psych::skew)) 
 
# Creating table 
nor.desc <- mean.data.nor %>% pivot_longer(cols = everything(), names_to = "Item", 
values_to = "Mean") %>%  
  left_join(sd.data.nor %>% pivot_longer(cols = everything(), names_to = "Item", v
alues_to = "SD"), by = c("Item")) %>%  
  left_join(skewness.data.nor %>% pivot_longer(cols = everything(), names_to = "It
em", values_to = "Skewness"), by = c("Item")) 
nor.desc <- nor.desc %>% mutate_at(vars(Mean, SD, Skewness), ~ round(., 2)) 
write.table(nor.desc, "nor.desc.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.names=NA) 
 
# SWE 
# Mean, Standard Deviation and Skewness  
mean.data.swe <- subset.swe %>% select(cols) %>%  
  summarise(across(everything(), mean)) 
sd.data.swe <- subset.swe %>% select(cols) %>%  
  summarise(across(everything(), sd)) 
skewness.data.swe <- subset.swe %>% select(cols) %>%  
  summarise(across(everything(), psych::skew)) 
 
# Creating table 
swe.desc <- mean.data.swe %>% pivot_longer(cols = everything(), names_to = "Item", 
values_to = "Mean") %>%  
  left_join(sd.data.swe %>% pivot_longer(cols = everything(), names_to = "Item", v
alues_to = "SD"), by = c("Item")) %>%  
  left_join(skewness.data.swe %>% pivot_longer(cols = everything(), names_to = "It
em", values_to = "Skewness"), by = c("Item")) 
swe.desc <- swe.desc %>% mutate_at(vars(Mean, SD, Skewness), ~ round(., 2)) 
write.table(swe.desc, "swe.desc.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.names=NA) 
 
### Correlation Table #### 
correlation.nor <- round(cor(subset.nor), 2) 
rownames(correlation.nor) <- colnames(correlation.nor) 
write.table(correlation.nor, "correlation.nor.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.name
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s=NA) 
 
correlation.swe <- round(cor(subset.swe), 2) 
rownames(correlation.swe) <- colnames(correlation.swe) 
write.table(correlation.swe, "correlation.swe.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.name
s=NA) 
 
### Fit measures, one factor models ####  
SWE.ONEFACTOR.TABLE <- data.frame( 
  Model = c("SWE.KAP.FULL", "SWE.COI.FULL", "SWE.WTA.FULL"), 
  CFI = round(c(fitMeasures(SWE.KAP.FULL, "CFI"), fitMeasures(SWE.COI.FULL, "CFI")
, fitMeasures(SWE.WTA.FULL, "CFI")),3), 
  TLI = round(c(fitMeasures(SWE.KAP.FULL, "TLI"), fitMeasures(SWE.COI.FULL, "TLI")
, fitMeasures(SWE.WTA.FULL, "TLI")),3), 
  RMSEA = round(c(fitMeasures(SWE.KAP.FULL, "RMSEA"), fitMeasures(SWE.COI.FULL, "R
MSEA"), fitMeasures(SWE.WTA.FULL, "RMSEA")),3), 
  SRMR = round(c(fitMeasures(SWE.KAP.FULL, "SRMR"), fitMeasures(SWE.COI.FULL, "SRM
R"), fitMeasures(SWE.WTA.FULL, "SRMR")),3) 
) 
 
NOR.ONEFACTOR.TABLE <- data.frame( 
  Model = c("SWE.KAP.FULL", "SWE.COI.FULL", "SWE.WTA.FULL"), 
  CFI = round(c(fitMeasures(NOR.KAP.FULL, "CFI"), fitMeasures(NOR.COI.FULL, "CFI")
, fitMeasures(NOR.WTA.FULL, "CFI")),3), 
  TLI = round(c(fitMeasures(NOR.KAP.FULL, "TLI"), fitMeasures(NOR.COI.FULL, "TLI")
, fitMeasures(NOR.WTA.FULL, "TLI")),3), 
  RMSEA = round(c(fitMeasures(NOR.KAP.FULL, "RMSEA"), fitMeasures(NOR.COI.FULL, "R
MSEA"), fitMeasures(NOR.WTA.FULL, "RMSEA")),3), 
  SRMR = round(c(fitMeasures(NOR.KAP.FULL, "SRMR"), fitMeasures(NOR.COI.FULL, "SRM
R"), fitMeasures(NOR.WTA.FULL, "SRMR")),3) 
) 
write.table(SWE.ONEFACTOR.TABLE, "SWE.ONEFACTOR.TABLE.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", 
col.names=NA) 
write.table(NOR.ONEFACTOR.TABLE, "NOR.ONEFACTOR.TABLE.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", 
col.names=NA) 
 
### Factor loadings table, three sub-factors model ####  
FL.TABLE <- inspect(SQ.FULL, what = "std")$lambda 
FL.TABLE <- as.data.frame(FL.TABLE) 
FL.TABLE <- round(FL.TABLE, 3) 
write.table(FL.TABLE, "FL.TABLE.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.names=NA) 
 
### Factor variance and correlations table ####  
# factor variance 
COV.MATRIX <- lavInspect(SQ.FULL, "cov.lv") 
# factor correlation 
COR.MATRIX <- lavInspect(SQ.FULL, "cor.lv") 
 
COMBINED.MATRIX <- diag(diag(COV.MATRIX)) 
COMBINED.MATRIX[lower.tri(COMBINED.MATRIX)] <- round(COR.MATRIX[lower.tri(COR.MATR
IX)], 2) 
 
COMBINED.MATRIX <- round(COMBINED.MATRIX, 3) 
rownames(COMBINED.MATRIX) <- c("KAP","COI","WTA") 
colnames(COMBINED.MATRIX) <- c("KAP","COI","WTA") 
 
write.table(COMBINED.MATRIX, "COMBINED.MATRIX.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.name
s=NA) 
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### Measurement Invariance Table #### 
mi.fit.table <- function(model, table) {  
  table <- round(fitMeasures(model, c("RMSEA", "CFI", "SRMR")),3) 
  table <- as.data.frame(table) 
  table <- tibble::rownames_to_column(table, "fit") 
  table <- t(table) 
  table <- as.data.frame(table) 
  names(table) <- table %>% slice(1) %>% unlist() 
  table <- table %>% slice(-1) 
  table <- table %>% mutate_if(is.character, as.numeric) 
  return(table) 
} 
mi.fit <- mi.fit.table(SQ.SWE) 
mi.fit[2,] <- mi.fit.table(SQ.NOR) 
mi.fit[3,] <- mi.fit.table(CONFIG) 
mi.fit[4,] <- mi.fit.table(METRIC) 
mi.fit[5,] <- mi.fit.table(SCALAR) 
 
# Calculate the change in RMSEA, CFI, and SRMR 
mi.fit$RMSEA_change <- c(NA, diff(mi.fit$rmsea)) 
mi.fit$CFI_change <- c(NA, diff(mi.fit$cfi)) 
mi.fit$SRMR_change <- c(NA, diff(mi.fit$srmr)) 
 
# Select and reorder the columns in the desired order 
mi.fit <- mi.fit[, c("rmsea", "RMSEA_change", "cfi", "CFI_change", "srmr", "SRMR_c
hange")] 
rownames(mi.fit) <- c("Sweden","Norway","CONFIG", "METRIC", "SCALAR") 
 
write.table(mi.fit, "mifit.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.names=NA) 
 
## Modification indexes table  
SWE.WTA.EPC <- SWE.WTA.EPC[1:5] 
SWE.WTA.EPC <- SWE.WTA.EPC %>% mutate_if(is.numeric, ~round(., 3)) 
 
NOR.WTA.EPC <- NOR.WTA.EPC[1:5] 
NOR.WTA.EPC <- NOR.WTA.EPC %>% mutate_if(is.numeric, ~round(., 3)) 
 
NOR.KAP.EPC <- NOR.KAP.EPC[1:5] 
NOR.KAP.EPC <- NOR.KAP.EPC %>% mutate_if(is.numeric, ~round(., 3)) 
 
write.table(SWE.WTA.EPC, "SWE.WTA.EPC.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.names=NA) 
write.table(NOR.WTA.EPC, "NOR.WTA.EPC.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.names=NA) 
write.table(NOR.KAP.EPC, "NOR.KAP.EPC.csv", quote = F, sep = ";", col.names=NA) 
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Appendix C 

Supplemental Material 

Evaluation of modification indices and expected parameter change for one-factor 

models. 

Fit measures indicated that the "willingness to act" one-factor model estimated using 

Swedish data, as well as the same model estimated using observations from the Norwegian 

pilot had poor fit. Additionally, the "knowledge of action possibilities" one-factor model 

estimated using Norwegian pilot data had poor fit. Table 1.3 shows the five highest 

modification indices and expected parameters change for each of these models. These results 

indicate that the fit of these models improve if two indicators are allowed to correlate. Based 

on this we estimated three new models. Two new “willingness to act” one-factor models 

based on Swedish and Norwegian pilot observations, where the items WTA3 and WTA4 were 

allowed to correlate. Further, a new “knowledge of action possibilities” model where item 

KAP1 and KAP3 were allowed to correlate. Fit measures for these new models indicated 

great fit. Swedish WTA model: CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.992, RMSEA = 0.052, SRMR = 0.006. 

Norwegian pilot WTA model: CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.994, RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.01. 

Norwegian pilot KAP model: CFI = 1, TLI = 1.012, RMSEA = 0, SRMR = 0.01.  

 The creators of the instrument meant to be used in the evaluation of the recent 

curriculum reform in Norway removed one item from each sub-factor. This means that we 

avoid the problem of having overly correlated indicators. It is however, worth nothing that 

allowing item WTA1 and WTA2 to correlate had the highest EPC for both groups, while 

neither of these items were removed for the final instrument.  
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Note. ~~ = correlation. MI = modification indices, EPC = expected parameters change. 

 

 

Table C1 

Modification indices and expected parameters change for WTA models based on Swedish 

and Norwegian pilot data, and KAP model based on Norwegian pilot data.  

   MI EPC 
Swedish WTA model 

WTA3 ~~ WTA4 76.62 0.224 

WTA1 ~~ WTA2 76.62 0.303 

WTA1 ~~ WTA3 30.11 -0.147 

WTA2 ~~ WTA4 30.11 -0.13 

WTA2 ~~ WTA3 3.946 -0.056 

WTA1 ~~ WTA4 3.946 -0.047 

Norwegian pilot WTA model 

WTA3 ~~ WTA4 15.922 0.236 

WTA1 ~~ WTA2 15.922 0.294 

WTA1 ~~ WTA3 5.913 -0.167 

WTA2 ~~ WTA4 5.913 -0.131 

WTA2 ~~ WTA3 1.402 -0.074 

WTA1 ~~ WTA4 1.402 -0.063 

Norwegian pilot KAP model 

KAP2 ~~ KAP4 2.964 0.157 

KAP1 ~~ KAP3 2.964 0.081 

KAP1 ~~ KAP4 2.413 -0.074 

KAP2 ~~ KAP3 2.413 -0.119 

KAP3 ~~ KAP4 0.001 -0.003 

KAP1 ~~ KAP2 0.001 -0.002 
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 Supplementary tables 

 

Table C2 

The items and subscales of the self-perceived action competence for sustainability 

questionnaire. 

Sub-scale/Item 

Knowledge of action possibilities (KAP) 

1. I can see different points of view on issues when people think differently. (KAP1) 

2. I know how one should take action at school in order to contribute to sustainable 

development. (KAP2) 

3. I know how one should take action at home in order to contribute to sustainable 

development. (KAP3) 

4. I know how one should take action together with others in order to contribute to 

sustainable societal development. (KAP4)  

Confidence in one's own influence (COI) 

5. I believe I can influence global sustainable development through my actions. (COI1) 

6. I believe I can influence sustainable development in my community. (COI2) 

7. I believe I have good opportunities to participate in influencing our shared future. (COI3) 

8. I believe what each person does matters for sustainable development. (COI4) 

Willingness to act (WTA) 

9. I want to take action for sustainable development in my community. (WTA1) 

10. I want to take action for global sustainable development. (WTA2) 

11. I want to engage in changing society towards sustainable development. (WTA3) 

12. I want schoolwork to be about how we can shape a sustainable future together. (WTA4)  

Note. Cursive items represents items removed for the Norwegian main study. Item code in 

parenthesis. Recreated from Olsson et al., (2020).   
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Table C3 

Swedish study participants  

 

Year 
 

6 22 

7 102 

8 93 

9 73 

10 267 

11 267 

12 210 

Age 
 

11 7 

12 39 

13 94 

14 86 

15 108 

16 261 

17 236 

18 176 

19 19 

20 7 

21 1 

Gender 
 

Boy 585 

Girl 434 

NA 15 

Total 1034 
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Table C4 

Norwegian pilot study participants 

Year  

10 99 

Age  

15-16 99 

Gender  

Boy 49 

Girl 50 

Total 99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table C5 

Norwegian main study participants 

Year  

9 2012 

Age  

14-15 2012 

Gender  

Boy 1009 

Girl 1003 

Total 2012 


